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Psychological Conflict in the Prophets,
I. Introduction
"New Psychology" is the^ceneral term which
is bein£ applied to a new point of view. This point
of view is called new because it lays a new emphasis
upon that part of the mind that lies beyond conscious-
ness. This is called the subconscious. Psychotherapy
Psychiatry, and Psychoanalysis are all included in the
new school. Dr. S. Freud v/as the first psychologist to
show the importance of the relation of tlie subconscious
to the conscious states. A.Adler built upon the work of
Freud by emphasizing the imports-nce "of the inferiority
complex as a force wit'-.in the subconscious which
influences confjciousnes s . C.G. Jung contributeei the
theory of a racial inheritance. According to this theory '
the subconscious is the recipient of certain experiecnes
that are coinm.on to the human race.
In theory ano prc^ctice, psychological conflict
is a fundamental principle, -^he mental conflict may arise
bejiween two instinctive impulses or complexes which have
been aroused in a difficult situation, such as the
Import- conflict between, fear and pugnacity. Again it
ance of
mental uay ue a. conflict between the complex and the
conflict
self. The conflict may occur between two import
ant parts of the personality which have split off from.
rr
the self. The child phase roay refuse to y^ld to the
adult phase and thus cause a conflict. When we realize
that all minds have instincts, coinplexee which are
£;roups of ideas, hit,hly emotionalized, and an ort^anizing
center, i.e. the self, (any one of which nay be out of
harmony with tlie remainder of the personality] ; then
the importanco of the concept of mental conflict is
evident. A ^ood part of the unhappiness, crime and
mental disorders in the result of psychic conflicts.
J. A. Hadfield goes as far as to say that, "every neurosis
and nervous breakdown is the result of a conflict".'
ouch discoveries ac these, which "New Psychologic'' has
made, have helped in the solution of many persone.l mal-
adjustments on all sides of human relations. They are
valuable in the unGerstandin^^: and treatment of criminals.
The cure o"^ mental and some physical disorders is
effected by the applications of this principle. Constructive
and creative activity of the mind is also better understood
by a v;ise acceptance of t'r is principle as a fundamental
law of psychology. Some have tried to under nt'' Jep-'is
from thic point of view. Only a very neatsre attcu.pt iias
been made to approach the Prophets from this important an£^le.
A. The "'Tew Psychology" is being applied to ^11
forms of literature and it will give a nev/
approach to the Prophetic material.
1. Hadfield, J. A., "Psyc'rology a.iu .^orals" p.:>8
I
Poy cb.olosistb of tb.is new school are constant-
ly referrints to literature for e::,- ^ol"^ t'-pi^ 'prin-
ciples. Freud tec named some of the most import- nt com-
"New Psycho- plexes after prominent characters and
logy" uses _
literature titles of Greek tra^edies^^ v/hich they
reserajjled. William Shakespears 'holding a mirror up "before
nature' has revealed many neurotic symptoms. Eamlet is
the star witness to mental conflict in Shakespeare's
work. Karl A. Menninger opens each chapter of his book,
"The Human Llind", v/ith quotations from papt and curr^-^nt
literature v.-hich illustrate the principies discussed.
Such passages as the following occur frequently in the
pages of recent writers in "New Psychology":
"liany of our psychotic patients achieve in fancy that
for which the Persian poet yearned:
' Ah Love could you and I with him conspire
To grasp this sorry scherae of things entire
Would we not shatter it to bits and then
Remold it nearer to the Heart's Desire, '"-^
A.G. T^-nsley said, "The •New Psychology' obtains its
material from f^e whole field of mental life, normal
and abnornal, from the external observance anc from
introspection, -^rom the study of behavior and conduct,
from art, literature, and practical life, from mythology
2. Slectra and Oedipus are the most familiar complexes
thus named
3. MacGurdy, John T., "The Psychology of Emotions" p. 126
II
I
and history, from the primitive and the civilized."
From this statement of the legitimate field of investi-
gation we may include the Prophetic material as a
part of the f'-ind of material to "be used.
From the many striking examples of mental
conflict to be found in the Prophetic consciousness we
might choose any. Jeremiah has given an introspection
Examples of upon his conflicts in the so-called
mental con-
flicts in the Confessions-'. Of these Professor
John Skinner said, "The characteristic of the Confessions
is, that in the form, sometimes of the monologue, but
most frequently of strangely ingenuous and arresting
colloquy with God, they lay bare the inmost secrets of
the Prophet's life, his fightings without and fears
within, his mental conflict with adversity and doubt
and temptation, the reaction of his whole nature on a
world that threatened to crush him, a task whose fliffi-
culty overwhelmed him."* In another place Professor
Skinner states the central interest of the Confessions
as "the struggle in Jeremiah's mind between fidelity to
his Prophetic commission and the natural feelings and
impulses of his heart". Jeremiah had a distinct love
4. Tansley, A.G-., "The New Psychology", p. 25
5. Jeremiah 15:10-21; 17:9-10; 17^:1^-18; 18:1B-23i
• 20:7-12; 20:14-18.
6. Skinner, John, "prophecy and Religion" p. 202
7. op. cit. p. 210
i1
for his nation. But t'ais has been covered "by his prophecies
of doom for his country and his apparent disloyalty in
the advices to surrender to the Babylonians , and in his
insistence on remaining loynl to the conquerors,
Jeremiah's love for his country is shown in his hope for
the perfect Israel of the future which would overcome her
enemies. This patriotism conflicts with the Prophet's com-
mission to pronounce his nation's doom.
This very commission of Jeremiah's involved
conflict, the elements of v;hich were the impulse to
destroy and tb.e motive to build. The vision of a boiling
caldron in a synibol of destruction, and the almond rod is
a symbol of life for Jeremiah. It stands for the con-
structive motive in Jeremiah's conflict. This conflict
is to be ^ound many places? in Jeremiah and it appears
in visions and symbols.
Jeremiah had a definite conflict over the
rejection of his message. The Prophet's message brought
him social disapproval, and even plots against his life.
The conflict on these occasions was between his desire
for social approval, and what he believed to be the will
of God. In psychological terms this would mean a conflict
between an ideal and an instinct.
(
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Some objections may be raised against this
attempt to analyze the Prophetic mesoa^es. In soine circles
there is a fear of admitting that the Prophets ever
Objections were subject to any psy c'noloGi cal conflicts
to the
psychological To ad":it thr.t the Prophets had symptoms
approach to
t^.e Prophets of mental disorder, which were the
results of conflicts, (a? in Ezekiel) , does not destroy
the spiritual value o-^ their messages for their own
times or for the present. Even though mental disorders,
all o^ which are caused by conflicting; elements V7ithin
the personality, are the means by which the sufferer
escapes facineS disa£;reeable facts of life, the f^ict,that
the Prophets who sufi^ered these ajrinptoris turrieu i.uout
facing; realitj?- and solvin£^ their mental conflicts,
gives them psychological respe ctibillty for our day.
To the people of their day, subconscious states were
held in awe and reverence. The fear of f^is approach to
the Prophetic material arises from the attempt on t'-:e
part of some students to disniss the Propteets by calling
them insane. This fear is groundless if we accept
Dr. B. Hart's criteria of sanity. This authority dis-
tinguishes between insanity and sanity on the basis of
(l) the degree of the phenomenal manifestation, {2} the
value of the conduct for society, (whether it is social
or anti-social), and (3) the rationality o-^ the beliefs.
(
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The irrational beliefs of the sane are usually
accepted by society. The delusions of the insane are
held by the individual alone. The sane have an ability
to alter beliefs to suit the facts of experience, the
insane are immune to the influence of the facts on their
obsessions or schemes. Rather than fearing that the
symptoms of fiisntal disorder will destroy the value of
the prophets, we ought to appreciate the power of char-
acter that was cible to overcome nental conflicts and
contribute do much to religious progress.
Nevertheless we must meet other objections
that are likely to arise: (1) our knowledge of the
Prophets' environment is too me.-.gre for this analysis;
(2) the language barriers are too great (i.e. the
Hebrew words are symbols that stand for experiences
long since forgotten); finally, (3) the explanation of the
Prophets' messages as mere psychic phenomenona
explains away the presence of God in t^e messages, or
His influence in producing them.
In answer to these objections we maj come to
a better understanding o"^ our psychological approach.
In f^e first place, the introspective passages give us
Reply to information on the psychic condition in
the first
objection which the environmental element is not
8. Hart, E., "The Psychology of Insanity" p. 140 ff
I
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esaential. In the case of mental conflicts we are not
so much concerned about tb.e environment as we are about
the reaction of the individual to his surroundin^e.
The important thing in the solution of mental conflicts
is the ability of the individual to adapt himself to his
environment. For a person suffering from mental conflict
one environment will be as unsatisfactory as another.
Mental conflicts are solved by making satisfactory ad-
justments to reality. A detailed knowledge of the envi-
ronment is helpful to a psychiatrist who is attempting
to aid the patient in the solution of his conflict, but
it is not essential for the understanding of the case.
The objection of the la,n£_:uage barrier is more
difficult to meet. As far as the word analysis goes it is
not significant. For the original meanings of the
Reply to Hebrew words we shall depend on commentators
second
objection who are accepted authorities in this field.
The psychologists are not so much concerned about the
particular words as they are about groups of ideas that
are bound by emotional connections. The emotional content
of these setvS of ideas is as significant as the ideas
themselves. The symbolic meaning of words stand out clearly
when viewed in the light of conflicts. There is a
universality in the psychological analysis that transcends
languages. For example, when an individual, suffering from
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mental conflict, expresses or implies a wish, to return
to the protected life of childhood, the meaning is
always the same for the psychoiogis t : it is the admission
on the part of the individual that the immediate difficult
situation is too much for him and he wants to escape it.
This wish may be expressed in a symbol. Such psychic
mechanisms have a universality tfe t is understood very
well
.
The objection to a psychoanalysis of the
Prophetic material because it would rule God out of the
messages is beside the point. God can be the origin of
Reply to the prophetic message which Ke has
thrid
objection placed before man by means of the
Prophets whoes minds worked in a way which psychology
is endeavoring to discover. The ways in which the human
mind functions is a science in itself. As long as that
science is pure, it does not concern itself with the
underlying philosophy. It is entirely possible that
psychology will reveal the way in which the mind works
when it is revealing the will of God.^
B. A definition of psychic conflict is essential
to our understanding of conflict in the Prophets'
experiences
.
9. James, Y/illiam, "Varieties of Relij^ ous Experiences",
pp. 242, 515-519.
I< I
'
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In defining; mental conflict v/e find that
nearly every psychologist has his own definition. So in
arriving at a definition, best adapted to our use we
shall review the discussions of conflict which have
been given by four prominent psychologists, Benard Kart,
J. A. Hadfield, A.G-. Tansley, and William A. Vmite.
Benard Hart defines mental conflict in the
following terms ! "Suppose a complex is for some
reason out of harmony with the mind as a whole, perhaps
because of its intrincically painful nature, perhaps
B.Hart's de- because it prompts action which is
finition of
mental con- incompatible with the individual's
flict
general views and principles. In such
a case a state of conflict arises, a struggle as it were,
between the complex and the personality."^^ This definition
recognizes the importance of the ego or the organizing
self. Mental conflicts of this nature are those conflicts
one element of which is in the subconscious, (i.e. the
complex, a highly emotionalized group of ideas which have been
suppressed from consciousness). The other part of the
conflict is the person or self.
J. A. Hadfield agrees with Hart concerning the
offending complex being in opposition to the self. He
adds that "this conflict is endo-psychic , that is a
10. Hart, B., "Psychology of Insanity" p. 78

J.A. Hadfield's conflict of elements within the soul
definition
, ^
of mental itself". The biologist insists that
conflict
man's problem is his adaption to the
environment. V/e approach the problem from the psychological
standpoint. Psychological conflict may seem to be caused
by the inability of the individual to come to terms with
his surroundings o But the events of the objective world
only give rise to the mental processes. This principle
has been illustrate in cases of shell shocks during a war.
Under fire a soldier is frightened. Now if it was a matter -c
adaption to environment, flight to safety would be all that
is required of him. He has however another factor with
which he must deal, and that is his self esteem. His fear
urges flight and his self esteem holds him at his post.
The shell fire arouses the fear, but the conflict is between
the instinct of fear and the ideal of courage. Ih the- in- _
ability to accommodate both impulse the soldier suffers
a nervous breakdown called shell shock. Both elements of
the conflict are mental. ^
'
A.G. Tansley contributes the meaning of conflict
in terms of actions. " Mental conflict is the struggle
which takes place between two complexes whose conations
A.G. Tansley' s would lead to incompatible actions."
definition of
mental conflict Each complex tends to express itself
n. Hadfield, A.J., "Psychology and Morals", pp. 39,40
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in an appropriate action. V/hen that action is impossible
or out of harmony with the self, conflict results. The
expression in actions of fear and courage is incompatible
and gives rise to mental conflict'. Tansley goes on to
classify conflicts as major, acute, and chronic. The
major confL ict is one in which the opposing elements
involve the fundamental complexes such as those which are
found in plays. Acute conflicts are conflicts the elements
of which . ; demand immediate solution. The chronic
conflict is a conflict of the subconscious elements
which produce a mild disturbance.'^
W.A. White gives us a most comprehensive under-
standing of mental conflict. He discusses at first all
conflict. Motion meets resistance in the opposite
X.A.White's direction (ambivalency) . The conjunction
definition
of mental of forces strivi-g in opposite directions
donf lict
is conflict. One succeeds in dominating
(repression). "Those at all familiar with psycholoanalytic
concepts will know that the opposing forces of the conflict
are, in psychological terms, conscious and unconscious.
Conscious conflict is at the root of life; it is the very
stuff out of which life is made a^-id the necessary pre-
condition of progresL'." Later on he explains that the
essential nature of conflict is the opposing forces realitty
12. Tansley, A.G., "New Psychology" pp. 26
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against the individual's past (subconscious). White adds
to our understandings of conflicts in the suggestion that
"a conflict never results in a draw. First one opposing
force gains ascendency and the other for the time being
is worsted (repression). Then the other is successful and
so this process goes on about a central point like the
needle of a tangent galvanometer, constiintly in motion,
swinging first to one side and then to the other of the
zero mark on the scale but never coming to rest - a
moving equilibrium". Whe the needle c nstantly s' ings
farther to the negative side than to the positive, the
result is depression. It is possible, however, to
raise the swing of the needle higher and higher on t. e
positive side: this is progress. With this point in mind
to say that the prophets had no mental conflicts would
imply that they never grogresjed. So conflict is the
instrument by which we are able to avail ourselves of
psychic energy .
Now for our own definition of mental conflict.
For this paper we shall understand mental conflict as the
opposition of two psychic forces on any level of the
Our own personality. These forces being emotionally
definition
of mental charged group of ideas. One group is
conflict
usually the self or ego.
13- White, W.A., "Mechanism of Character Formation", Ch.3
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II. There is a theoretical nature of mental conflicts.
Our unc erstMr.cir: o:*^ psychic php^^one 'iona is
aided ^ireatiy by working ../potl eses. By these we are
able to predict and control various psychological
situations, in the case o' fne Prophets we find that
Theories aid their conflicts produced the attitudes
our under-
standing of and conc'uct which our theories would
psychic con-
ditions lead us to expect. Because the Prophets
have conflicts that fcesemble conflicts found in the minds
of moderns, their solution will assist in iiiodern solutions.
Therefore we may expect a very fruitful research as we
approach the Prophets from t'. is theoretical point of
view.
A. Menial conflict is inevitable 'vhen opposing sets
of enotionalized ideas meet.
Recently Psychiatrists have found a resistance
to their attempts to clear up complexes by bringing them
to the attention of the sufferer. This stubborness to
treatment has been accounted for, by a belief that the
complex has a strong tendency to remain an entity.
Formerly it was believed that the power (emotionalized
ideas) of the complex was broken if only the patient
could recall the facts of experience which occassioned the
first repression. Recent experiences of Psychiatrists have
shown that the complex resists our efforts to destroy
(i
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tlieir force. So anj discussion of mental conflict must
recognize this as one aspect to be dealt with, for it is
a conflict between the efforts for the unity of the
personality and the factor that tends to destroy mental
unity. However this form of conflict would be difficult
to illustrate by what we have of the Prophets'
experi ences
.
The ordinary type of mental conflict is
related at many points in the Prophetic material.
Jeremiah gives us an excellent example of a mental
conflict in 20;7-8: "Thou hast deceived me and I was
deceived. Wast stronger than I and prevailed. I am a
Mental laughingstock all the day. All men
conflict in
Jeremiah deride me." The word of God came with
such force to Jeremiah that he was compelled to deliver
it. The deliverance of G-od message broUt^ht social
disapproval. This disapproval injured his self esteem
or ego as it is called in psychology* The ego therefore
came into conflict with the ideal (the preaching of the
word of God). The sense of God, the ' other-than-self
'
, is
very vivid in this experience of the Prophet. The conflict
between the ego and the ideal continued for some time.
At times the ego repressed the ideal. This repression
produced ^' condition which the prophet could not endure*
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Ke describes the experience as, "a glov/ing fire in ray
breast shut up in my bones" (-20:9). The conflict
produced a well known symptom of weariness which had
been caused by a dissipation of nervous energy.
"I was weary with keeping it (the message from God)
under." The ego"could not hold out"against the ideal.
(20:9). This pstticular conflict was resolved by the
assurance that the enemies would be avenged by Jehovah.
B. Three levels o"^ the personality are conscious,
subconscious, and unconscious.
The conscious part o^ the personality is very
evident. For a definition of consciousness we can do not
better than to quote the conclusions of H.-'V. Dresser:
"Although we are unable to define consciousness, we can
at least contrast its definitely active states with states
that result from a blow on the head, states due to
narcotics, nnd those in which what v.e call consciousness
returns. We know too that consciousness has its focal
points or centers of intrested attention, in contrast with
marginal states in which consciousness recedes into the
background ." 'Conflicts are consciously evident when a
person is faced with the necesoity of making choices
in the midst of difficulties. The ci^oice that is made is
influenced by the total of a person's past experiences.
14. Dresser, H.W. , "Psychology in Theory and Application"
pp. I52f-155.
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Our conscious choices are made in harmony with the con-
trollins sentiments of the personality. Sentiments are
sets of emotionalized ideas which have been consciously
accepted, such as the sentim.ent of patriotism, 7/hen
Conscious faced with a difficulty there is a conflict
level of
the self between the possible solutions. The
dominant sentiment determines the choice* Some choices
are made out of harmony with subconscious ao^ unc3>n-
scious factors. T'riis was true when Jeremiah delivered
his message of the future destruction of the lemple
knowing that prophets before him had been put to death
for a less offense. (26:1-7) In this case he pronounced
the word of G-od in a situation which might have caused
his death. In this choice he opposed the self-preservation
instinct. All conflict even though they have subcon-
scious elements, take place on the conscious level.
The suboD nscious part of the personality to-
gether with the unconscious contain the entire past
experience of an inc.ividual. All past experiences are
associated in some way with each other. The associated
facts of experience acemain in place until needed and then
rray be recc.llec without cifficulty. Tut if the facte
have been suppressed because they were unpleasant to
or inconsistent with the controlling sentim>=^nt, they
tend to form into groups of ideas called complexes.
(
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Su"bGon- These complexes which are highly emotionalized
scioua
level of tend to express themselves in actions. Sinc^
the person-
ality they are not in harmony with the control-
ling sentiment, they can not be expressed in a direct way,
therefore they obtain action by an indirect method called
disguise. The parts of the disguised actions represent p£irts of
the complex. -. The connection between the disguise and the
complex is unrecognized by the person.
The unconscious contains the repressed experi-
ences^ (which are to be distinguished from the suppressed
by the intensity of the conflict which expelled them from
consciousness j the repression being most unpleasant
and impossible to recall by ordinary means), instincts
Unconscious and racial inheritence. This level of
level of the
personality the personality is included by some
authorities- in their concept of the subcons cious • The
instincts are the unattached animal impulses. In the
complete disintegration of the self, found in some cases
of insanity there were expressions of some impulses which
could not be accounted for as past experiences or instincts.
These have been attributed to the inheritance of the per-
sonality from the past experiences of the race , oy Jung.
These factors, although they are never conscious make them-
selves known to consciousness as impulses. This impulses
may conflict with factors on other levels.
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The eleraer.ts of confilicts in Jeremiah are to
be at the three levels of his personality. Illustrations
will "be helpful in our understanding of these theories.
Levels of the The controlling Sentiment of Jereniah's
personality
illustrated mind was the Jehovah ideal. This ideal
in the mental
conflicts of of Jehovah was a group of emotionalized
Jeremiah
ideas. The emotions associci.ted with this
ideal were joy (see 17:l4b; 31:1-6; 15:16), anger (17:18;
18:23; 20:12), humility in the presence of Jehovah (1:6),
fear of Jehovah (17:17), assertion (26:2). This, his con-
trolling sentiment was a part of many mental conflicts,
when he discovered that the expressions o:^ t're words of
Jehovah endangered his life this sentiment came into con-
flict with the self-preservation instinct,
A subconscious complex in Jeremiah's experi-
once was his desire to revenge himself for the insults of
his enemies. The direct expression of such impulses were
impossible for him to effect. But the complex gained
entrance to consciousness as a part of the Word of
Jehovah. In 17:16,18; 20:11-12 we learn that Jehovah is
to avenge the enemies of the Pr^^phet. The reason that
Jeremiah did not give the right of way to this complea
is his impotency to do so.
Jeremiah gave expression in an indirect way
to many of his instincts. Of course they were always
if-
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associatec with some set of ideas. We have no reason to
believe that Jeremiah was any different from the rest
of humanity in this respect. If so, he possessed all the
instincts of man
C. The mental conflict occur between any mental
constellcitions (i.e. sentiments and complexes)
As has been sug^^ested, the subconscious and
unconscious sometimes are out of harmony with the con-
trolling sentiment. There are times when the conflict
is in progress that the controlling sentiment weakens
then the subconscious factor of the conflict expresses
itself. This seemea to be the state of affairs which
produced the Confessions of Jeremiah. The instinct of
self-preservation and the Jehovah sentiment waged wa.r
back and forth for control until the self-preservation
instinct was incorporated in the Jehovah sentiment in
the assurance that Jehovah will avenge bfiie Prophet's
enemies and take care of him (20:11). The self-
preservation instinct remained a part of the uncon-
scious until it was included in the controlling
sentiment.
D. The theory of the libido may be applied to the
Prophetic material.
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The libido as Freud understood it is the
inner drive which is essentially sexual. But it is
regarded as the psychical energy inherent in a
great number of complexes by other analysts. Jung
Libido gives it this larger meaning. The
applied to
the Prophetic manifestations of the libido is
material
seen all the way along the line from
the aimless play of children to the use of this
primitive energy in new and higher ways. It ±p. the
life force which is incessantly wishing end achieving
the wish. This applieo to Jeremiah v/oulc simply mean
that the psychic drive compelled hiDi to actions.
At first in rather primitive ways such as the direct
expressions of the self-preservation instinct anc
fears in the refraining from delivering the messages
of God when he was persecuted for it. This psychic
energy which for a time restrained him was transferred
to the controlling ideal and then gave it more power.
It was manifest in the courage with which he pronounced
the coming doom at the Temple gate (26:1-7). It was
through the conflict between the ideal and the instinct
that the energy was thus made available for the
Jehovah sentiment. a§ this principle has been applied to
the message of Jebemiah so it may also be applied to
the drive behind* the messages of other j&rophets.
4
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The mental mechanism of disguising "by the self
v/hich includes symbols, symbolic actions, projections,
rationalizations, reversal, and over-compensations
Active self provides an outlet for the inner drive
provides out-
let for or libido which is suitable to the
libido
controlling sentiment. There are
certain compulsory acts that symbolize the mental
conflict. These acts are usually irrational and they are
accounted for after their completion. This mental
mechanism is called rationaliz;-.t ion. The interpretation
thus given has nothing to do with the psychic causation
a>r the underlying causes of the actions. Jeremiah
performed many such acts. The incident of the marred
girdle (13:1-11) is a symbolic act in which Jehovah
commanded Jeremiah to take a new linen girdle, wear it
and bury it near the Euphrates. Then later he v;as ordered
to go and dig it up. By this time it was useless. The
rationalization which Jeremiah proposes is that just
as the girdle had become valueless to him so had
Judah and Jerusalem become useless to Jehovah. The
psychic causation in this symbolic act is uncertain.
There is a possibility that it symbolized an unfulfilled
wish. Jeremiah desired a control of the situation in
Judah which he did not have. In this symbol he projects
Jehovah in the role that he desired for himself.
4
The self is usually progressive ir its outlet
of psychic energy or drive in normal minds. The self
accepts the standards of the controllings sentiment, and
it strives to unify the entire personality with these
Protsressive standards. Herein lies the hope of
role of the
self in re- educating the inner drive or libido
ieas§n£s
the psychic for as higher standards are accepted
drive
by the conscious self the libido is
harmonized with the controlling sentiment,
E. Regression is a rather helpful theory in the
understanding of neurotic symptoms.
Regression is a theory of psychology that
attempts to account fot? the infantile and childish conduct
of pati-nts suffering from mental disorders. According
to this hypothesis consciousness is like a flov/ing
stream. When the stream is dammed by an obstacle the water
backs up to the former banks. If t'e obstacle is large
enough the level of the water returns to its source.
Applied to the stream of consciousness this means that
the normal progress of the self may be blocked by a
complex, which is the result of a conflict, with the
result that the level of consciousness is narrowed down
to the earlier types of experiences. It may return in
the severe cases to the very source. The experience
15. I'-feicCurdy, John T., "Psychology of Emotions" pp. 103-13^«
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of Ezekiel's (4:1-17) sugeses'ts some such mechanism.
We have endeavored to evaluate the theoretical
nature of mental conflict as it is related to the
Prophetic conscioi^sness, using; the Prophetic experiences
wherever there was clear evidence, to illu trate the
various hypotheses. Mental conflict is the struggle
between ps^'-chic forces. The elements of thio conflict
is the psychic constellations to "be found in the three
levels of the personality, cons cious , subcons cious ,and
unconscious. Psychic conflicts arise when inconsistent
or unpleasant factors are brought into consciousness.
This occurs in the conscious choice among alternatives
and whenever the material of the subconscious and uncon-
scious which is unpleasant or incompatible with the con-
Summary trolling sentiment, clamours for expressiono
and con-
clusions The conscious self refines the irrational
and unpleasant aspect of the inner drives or libido
by a mechism which is known as disguise. These disguises
are known as sytibols, symbolic acts, projections, ration-
alizations, reversals, and over-compensations. The
progressive nature of the conscious self was noted in the
gradual elevation of the moral standard in the course of
the Prophetic consciousness. A few examples o:^ the return
of the mind of the Prophet to earlier levels of consciousness
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were found in Ezekiel which illustrated the theory
of regrescion. We may conclude that the theory of
psychic conflicts £;ives us an interesting^ approach
to the Prophetic consciousness.
III. Psychic conflict results in many manifestations
and symptoois which are illustrated in the
experiences of the Prophets.
The next division deals with the psychic conflicts
found in the consciousness the Prophets. The most
of these shall be chosen from the evidences left us by
Jeremiah "because he was the most introspective of all
the Prophets.
A. The non-rational nature of much of the Prophetic
material is not surprising. . .
Dr. B. Hart finds much of whc.t we supposed to
be rational to be really non-rational. He points out
that men of every walk of life have non-rational beliefs.
"Non-rational beliefs and opinions are the product of
complexes and that the peculiar vjarmth we have described
is the emotional tone invariably accompanies the action
of a complex. "^^ This non-rationality of beliefs applies t
to the Prophets as to any one else. Ifany of the beliefs are
due to complexes or subconscious constellations. Very
few of the Old Testament authorities have t^lYsn attention
16. Hart, B. , "Psychology of Insanity" p. 37
€
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to the subconscious elements of the Prophetic
experience. J. M. P. Smith appreciates the recent application
of psychology to the Prophets. "It is commonly thou^_^ht
that the later Prophets were distin^^uished from the
primitive Prophets by the fact that they nolont,er were
subject to ecstatic seizure and consequently their
raessaaj_:e was less inspirational" ( emotional) " and more
rational. But iiore recent studies of the psychology of
Prophecy are discoverin(^ the fact that the ecstatic
and mystical element was more or less characteristic of
Prophecy to the very end."
jj. ...v-acal conflicts result in a progressive or
a degradative trend in personality.
The unsolved conflicts that are repressed into
the unconscious remain in a very active state. They
may not be recalled but continue to disturb the mind.
Degradative The subject is often unaware of the
trend of un-
solved con- real cause of his unhappiness.
flict
Repressions due to unsolved conflicts
cause many disorders. "Functional nervous disorders are
those which have physical symptoms, the origin of which
lies in the unconscious conflicts of the mind. Moral
disease, like the functional nervous disorders, are due to
unconscious repressed complexes but t' eir symptoms are not
17. Smith, J.M.P., "The Prophets and Their Times p. 11
€
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physical but disorders of moral conduct such as an
uncontrollable bad temper or sex perversion. A moral
disease is t^. disease and judg^ed by a standard of conduct
rather than, as in the case iin neurosis, by a standard of
1 ftindividual health." 3o much for the destructive
effect of the mental conflict.
Mental leonflicts are not all bad in their
effects on the self. Conflicts we rnust have as long
as we inherit primitive drives, the direct expression
The progres- . of which would destroy the moral ad-
sive force
of solved vance of man. The problem of our
conflicts
handling these oringinal motives is to
avail ourselves of the hidden power that is evident in the
force it takes to repress them. Repressed as they are,
they will only make trouble and unhappiness. These com-
plexes must be liberated and in a way not disastrous to
our hard-won gains. The only v^ay possible in to admit
them into our conscious life by mental disguise as
symbols and ideals. W. A. White appreciated the value of
these ways in which the repressed element of the conflict
can be released for good. He regards conflict the pre-
condition., of progress. He said , "Confli ct is the tool
which energy uses to pry itself loose from old moorings
anu compression at higher levels. It is the expression
IS. Hadfield, J. A., "Psychology and Ilorals" pp. 55,56.
1
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of energy in the throes of creation."^ The energy of our
lower selves may only find expression by indirect methods.
The symbol, an indirect expression of an inner drive,
becomes the carrier or transmuter of energy. The symbol
may transform primitive psychic energy in this way. The
instinct of fear urges conduct that is inconsistent with
the controllint; sentiment or self esteem. Fear ts a
powerful drive. If this does not have a direct expression
and is repressed, it becomes a part of a complex. This
emotional poweY* of the complex may be released by a symbol.
The symbol in this case may be one of protection. In the
experience of Jeremiah the symbol of protection was the
Jehovah sentiment. Thus the drive of fear was transmuted
to the assurance of Jehovah.. The symbol besides being a
transformer of psychic energy is a method of resolving the
conflict. The symbol must bear both elements o"^ the con-
flict. The subconscious element which has been repressed,
painfully or because it is inconsistent with the control-
ling sentiment is represented in the e^nnbol in a way
pleasing" and acceptable to the self. Thus the energy
carried in the complex is released in a desirable
manner. Thus we see mental conflict which is unresolved as
a menace to mental health ane a pre-condition of pro-
gress. Any solved mental conflict makes for action
for it is the releasing of energy. If the solution is
19. White, vV.A., "Mechanism of Chnrr:rter Formation" p 8A
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consistent with the hic±. idenls procress is aL^surec.
Tf the conflict is resolved by lowering the conacious
self to t;- e lower rer^ister o^ the eonflict the they Laake
for defeneration. With this understanding o"^ conflict
let us nov7 turn to the particular conflict vfhich resulted
in a mental disorder in the experience of a Prophet.
The experience of Szeklel are more abnormal
than those of Jeremiah. He had some very stror^ neurotic
symptoms. In 3!i5b Ezekiel admits that he was "over-
Neurotic whelmed" for seven days. This we must take
symptoms
of Szekiel at the subject's word. But in cases of
stupor reaction of melancbolia, as reported by I^lacCurdyJ^
the patients who had suffered and recovered usually
report the duration of their stupor as much shorter than
it really was. In modern cases of melancholia the patient
lies as dead for days, months and even years as helpless
as a baby. In fact the theory heM at present '^^ is that
patients thus suffering have returned to the prenatal
experience on the account of the regression influence of
a complex. As we fo on we shall see other parallels
between Ezekiel 's reported experiences and those of the
stupor reactions. The next common experience is that of
talking with spirits (3:24). In the case of a good many
modern patients the conversation is with the spirit of
a person who has been dead which spirit tells them things
20. !£acCurdy, John T., "Psychology of Emotion" cases 7&n ,
I
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to do. This symptom is found in 3:24. " They shall bind
thee may refer to a me sort of restraint v.:hich may have been
a phantasy or real. The former is suspected for such
patients often lay the blame of their impotency to ex-
ternal restraints. Be "dumb* is another neurotic symptom
always found among patients suffering from this parti-
malady. Physicians have tried to get some word or sign
that would indicate the cause of the stupor reaction
without results.
The toy eity and a play seige of 4:1-3 is
what we might expect from a patient of this type. This
shall be a sign of the siege of Jerusalem may have be
a mere rationalization upon the experience. Such have
nothing to do with the underlying causes in the uncon-
scious. We are compelled to go deep for this. Few clues
are revealed by such patients.
In 4:4-8 we have a record of a relapse into
the stupor, ''his period of stupor was longer according
to the Prophet's own account. llacCurdy reports a case of
Stupor reaction in which the patient suffered for about
2 \
the same length of time and recovered.
Th© emotional tone of the prophecies of this
period, which were gloomy and foreboding would indicate
melancholia of the depressed type. According to Dr. Hart's
eriteria of ins- nity Ezekiel would have been a patient
21. "wlacCurdy, John T., Psychology of Emotions" cases 2 &11
€
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in a psychopHthic hospital for a time, for he hc.s a
psychic phenomenon of a severe de^jree. The efforts of
this period are of rather doubtful social value. His
scheme of things must h.ve "been one that was accepted
by himself alone. The only possible relation that it
could have had to reality was one which he must to have
assigned to the experience by vjay of a rationalization
which took place after recovery. His visions of this
period when we consider " it alone must have been of
very little social value. This is not saying;; that the
rationalization upon the experience did not have its
influence upon the people. Since psychic states were
regarded with awe and reverence, they must have had a
profound effect. (4:9-17)
Another symptom th .t would indicate the stupor
reaction as the malady afflicting, Szekiel is the vision
of unclean bread (4:8-17). Those thus suffering require
the attention of an infant. This includes the provision
for food
,
clothing, and the elimination of excreta, Whfv t
is more theif often perform ceremonial acts involvinfy the use
22
of their excreta. MacCurdy reparts such a case.
How much of Szekiel 's experience is actual or Phantasj'- it
would be difficult to say. But in either event it would be
characteristic of this particular disorder.
B2. LlacGurdy op.cit. case U.
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Jeremiah had conflicts which threatened his
mental balance. He had developed a rather exaggerated
opinion of his own importance in the world. At an
to seek to do great things, but not to flatter our
vanit^r by thinking we ought tn conquer the universe. "^^
Instead of being a prophet to the nations he found that
he was rejected, reproached, and plotted against in his
own nation. '.Vhen his own nation refused his messages and
death seemed imminent he breaks down. Ke projects his
failure upon Jehovah who has deceived him. Jeremiah
protects his self -phantasy by identifying his words with
the words of Jehovah. When the nation rejects the
Prophet they are not rejecting him but God. In a sense
tr-.is is true. But in the invective passages^-^ v/e believe
that Jeremiah is giving utterance to repressed wishes
of revenge. This repressed wish and the revalations from
Jehovah were both fro i the subco'"£cio;i3 . To project this
revenge was a method of saving the ego-phantasy. His
impotency to carry out the impulse to avenge himself was
so painful that the wish fulfillment was projected into
into the Words of Jehovah as a promise to punish personal
Jeremiah '
s
self-
phantasy Prophet to the nations (1:5). "It is right
early age he felt the call to be the
23. Hadfield, J. A., "Psychology and Liorals
24. Jer. 18:12; 26:4-5; 7:13,23,27-28 .
p. 74
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enemies
.
Jeremiah avoids too ^^rea-t a feeling; of failure
and suffering by blaming God (20:7) • He has the handicaps
of being in conflict with the e^rth ( 15:10 a common
expression of this type of experience), and suffering
from the hand of God. Now if these handicaps were not his,
he might be the Prophet to the n-itions . Jeremiah is
a little too proud of the fact that he was lonely and
unhappy. We rather suspect that he hopes that we will
overlook his failure to be a Prophet to the nations
including his own.
( The voice of Jehovah replies to this com-
plaint of Jeremiah, very much as a modern psychiatrist
(15:19-21). Now if you will return your confidence in
me I will restore you. If you utter pure thoughts un-
mixed with the base. That is, he was to have a mind
purged of conflicting thoughts, then the controlling
sentiment would teturn and the Prophet was to be
Jehovah* s spokesman again. Here is the constructive
principle that would unify the self again. The restored
person will be the spiritual adviser to which men
will gladly listen and a protection for those who will
look to him. In this activity the real self of the Prophet
is saved. )

However , before the real self v/as saved the
self -phantasy was maintained by the mechanism of
symbolic acts. JAany of his symbolic acts reveal this
conflict between the self-phantasy and the demands of
real life, ^^.t different times in Jeremiah's life he
felt a compulsion to perform certain acts which at first
had no evident significance. The incident of the marred
girdle (13:1-10 which has been referred to, is an
example of this type of mental mechanism. Because it
was a act that is apt to mark him queer and because
he miesht have had a va^ue feelings that this act has a
deeper meaning, Jeremiah interprets it as a symbol. In
the interpretation the girdle symbolizes the pride of Judah
and Jerusi.lem. '''he value of the girdle which is nothing
symbolizes the value of Judah to Jehovah. The wearer of
the girdle becomes Jehovah instead of Jeremiah.
Psychologically, this is a form of projection which is
called identification. The subconscious widh thus expressed
is to be God in controlling Judah. We see the same sort
of mechanism in the broken bottle incident (19:1-2;
19:10-13). The bottle stands for Judah in the mind of the
Prophet. In this act Jeremiah takes the place of Jehovah.
Three other a,cts may be taken as symbolic acts.
They are such in that certain parts have a deeper signif—
lC!§.nce ^than the apparent one. But this time the
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symbolism seems to be consciously chosen. They are;
(1) Jeremiah's wearing the yoke (28:1-1?), (2) his sending
the hook of the Doom of Bab3''lonia to be read and sunk in
the river Euphrates (51t59-64), and (3) the placing of the
stones under the entrance of the Pharaoh's Palace (43:8-13)
These symbols have very little of the mental conflict
in them. By this time Jeremiah had won a place for
himself in the sun. The self -phantasy had been cleared
up. The acts were consciously chosen illUvStrat ions of
his messages.
Symbols have a degrad-tive trend when they
fix the energy on the lower levels of the self. The symbol
in 12:3 there is evidence of fixing energy to the level
of the lower iself t.B. Seeing his enemies prosper aroused
the desire to see them killed. This he could not do
because it v/as inconsistent with his controlling sentlaent.
and impossible for him to carry out. Therefore the desire
was repressed. It however is given expression in the
symbol of sheep prepared for the slaughter. Jehovah is to
bring the day of slaughter. Another symbol of this
Symbols that nature is found in 16:16-18. The
d egrade
figures here are the enemies of
Judah as hunter and fisher-:a,n in search of the v/icked.
In these and other symbols of vengeance the Prophet
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fastens his energiec on the impulse of revenge and
thereby lowering: the moral standards of the self.
Such conscious expressions Liean tb:?.t he has accepted
them into the contrcllins sentiment in their cruder
form.
"•hile many of Jeremiah's propheci^ o-^ doom
had a definite relation to the facts of Judah's position
•ind their sins, some of them have the earmarks of the
psychology of repressed wisbes. "Our relation to the
Psychology of outside v/orld is i^'etermined by out
Jeremiah's
prophecies of relation to our complexes." The
doom
Prophet v;ho felt that he was in a
conflict V'ith the whole world probably would find some of
his difficulties at home in the subconscious in the
form of some difficult complexes. Here lies the clue to
a part of the underlying psychology of Jeremiah's
Prophecies of doom. i\b a matter of fact the Israelites
were far aher.d of their contempories in religion - nd
morals. The conflict which faced the Prophets was between
their ideal and the status quo. In the case of Jeremiah
there might have been a "back-slicing", after the ideal
reign of Hezekiah. But the religions reaction during the
reign of Ife-nasseh had the support of the common people.
The cleansing o-^ the Temple under Hezekiah was very
25. Kadfield, J.A.
,
"Psychology and Morals" p. 45
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auperficial and was not backed by the consent of the
tj;overned. With this in mind ve may say the "back-
sliding" preached against by Jeremiah wg,s just apparent
and not real. The masses of the people had not caught
up to the idea of the reformers but had been pulled
along unwillingly. The point is, that the people of
Judah were being condemned on the basis of the Prophetic
ideal rather than any real falling away from accepted
moral and religious standards. For this reason Jeremiah
felt that he was at war with the universe (15:10).
The malority were probably ottt of sympathy with the
Prophet^ message. The enthusiasm with which Jeremiah
preached the Deuteronomic reform brought him many
enemies. The refusal of Jeremiah's to meet the demands
of his social environment brought upon his head plot
after plot. The fundamental instinct of self-preservation
Was called into activity. This came into conflict with the
ideal, the Jehovah sentiment. 'Vhile we are unable to
trace clearly the subconscious psychic connection betv/een
this con-f'iict and the invective Prophecies of Doom there
must have been that relationship which is implied in the
following passages, all of which are associated with
Prophecies of Doom. The wish for vengeance for the rejection
of the Prophet's messaged is projected into Jehovah's "'ords.
lf4
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In these references, (5:2-6; 6:9-12; 6:17-19; 6:22-26)
the rejection the Word of Jehovah, conveyed by
Jeremiah, was the cause of t're impending disaster. In
order to point out the Prophecies of doom that were the
the Prophet's subconscious wish for reven^^e, and that
which were the accepted causal relation we must examine
these, with the backgound of the conditions at the time
the mental conflicts o:^ the Prophets both in mind.
Since we are concerned in the latter we shall bring only
those that indicate psychic conflict. All the Prophecies
of doom have been examined. These have been chosen as
evidence of the psyc'iic conflict bet'.veen the instinct of
self-preservation disguised hj pro jection.and the
Jeremiah puts these words in the mouth of
Jehovah: "G-o ye up upon her walls and destroys but make
not a full end: take away her branches: for they are
not Jehovah's for the house of Israel and the houde of
Judah have dealt treacherously against me. They have
denied Jehovah and (said it is not he), neither shall
evil cone upon us neither sh' 11 we see sword nor
famine, (5:10-12). In this whole passage one could
easily substitute Jeremiah for Jehovah and not be at
all surprised. Israel and Judah had dealt treacherou. ly
with Jeremiah. They had denied that Jeremiah's words
were Jehovah's. Therefore they need not fear the word's
I
I
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of Jeremiah. Jehovah's commcind to prune of:^ the wicked
branches is a repressed wish on the part of Jeremiah
Vv'hich he would fulfil were he able to do so.
Jeremiah does not distinguish which was pure
vision bearing a logical relation to the conditions
of the times and the Prophecies of doom to Israel,
and which was a subconscious wish on his part. The
destruction of the wa lis by an enera^r was imminent,
•^he cutting off of t':e wicked branches of the house of
Judah was what Jeremiah secretly hoped for. The wicked
branches were of course his enemies, who 'vere the enemies
of God by their disobedience o^ His Word. To wish the
death of his enemies for a. personal injury v/ould very
obviously discredit him as the spokesman for Jehovah.
His confessions bear witness to his ov/n doubt as to
his being the Prophet of Jehovah. This coiaes to the
surface with hiF invective against his enemies.
The sins of Judah as Jeremiah has described
them may be divided into those th-t are the result of
the Prophet's own ideals and those that are based on
Psychology actual facts. There is not doubt that
and the
sins of Judah had violated accepted moral and
Judah
religious standards. Amonge the sins of
Judah which Jeremiah denounced was the sin of rejectin^:
thte .,ord of Jehovah. This refers to Prophecies which he
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had given (25:3). A great many of the failings of Judah
were their failures to live up to the nev^ iciec.la which
the Propljet had preached. These of course were not sins
in the sense that they were violations of accepted
standards. Part of the sense of failure on the part of
Jeremiah was due to the rejection of his high standards.
The progressive trend in personality ia found in the
satisfactory solution of the mental conflicts, -^his
solution of the mental conf lie t must be satisfactory for
the individual and the society in which he iives. It is not
necessary th;.t the conflict be solved in conformity
with the statue quo of society. But it mii;.:t be satis-
factory from the point of view of value. The progressive
ideal of rejecting Bail and accepting the nonotheistaic
worship of Jehovah as taught by Jeremiah evidently was
not acceptable to a good many in Judah, yet it was a
valuable contribution to the life of the nation. The
unsolved conflicts which remain complexes in the
subconscious must be brought to the light of conscious-
ness before the incividual mirj be able to face his
environment. This is the first step upv;ard when a person
finds himsel-^ hindered by conflicts.
The Psychic mechanism, whereby complexes and
instincts are made respectable, is disguise. The self
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in its protective function effects this cht.nge v/hich is
necessary because the unrestrained expression of every
impulse would soon return the human race to the animal
state. The healthy solution is the disguise of the
impulse in a satisfactory way. "The completeness of the,
self can only be produced by the harmony of all the
sentiments and complexes into one harmonious whole, the
attainment of which we call self-realization and the
aff-ctive state of which we call happines s . "^^ Self-
realization cannot be achieved until every instinct an,d
Impulse is brought, to bear upon an end or ideal.
The fact.-? will not permit us to show how
Jereraiah or ^zekiel resolved their conflicts and
hcirinonized their instincts and impihlses in such a way as
oelf -realization to attain self-realization. In the
as found in the
Prophetic first place we do not have evidences
cons ciousness
of all their conflicts. Secondly, the
psychological data which are available ure incomplete.
It is possible however tb sketch the Outlines of the
reconstruction in the case of Jeremiah at least. Vfe
V
seen how Jeremiah started out with highly exulted opinion
of himself. The he attempted to maintain tbis by refusing
face the fact. He blaraer his failure on God, thus Saving
this opinion of himpelf fDr a time.
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Tbie exulted opinion of his importance in the world was
further maintain by his pronouncements of doom on his
enemies which he was unable to punish. This difficulty
was cleared up and the Prophet was able to face reality.
for only he who had his impulses well ort^anized could have
held steady in such a crisis as he must have fac^d at
the Temple gate (26:1-9).
The self-phantasy was destroyed and the
complexes were brought t> the light of consciousness
in a natural way. The self-phantasy 7,as destroyed by
Re-oDgani- continuous contact with reality. By
zation of
the self the time the reassurance which came to
the Prophet in 15:19 was uttered the phantasy had been
well destroyed. The words "I will restore thee would
indicate a reorganization of this nature. The phantasy
had fai:j.en be-^ore the onslaught of failure after failure
to project it into reality. The various disguises of
pro jections , symbolic acts, and symbols failed to satisfy
the demand for completeness. The events thi.t brought him
to himself, i.e. his real self, can not be known from the
material we have. Jeremiah probably re-evaluated his aims
when nis opposition to him assumed the proportions of
plots against his life. It probably did not disappear
at any one time.
0
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The complexes came to the li£;ht of conscious-
ness by the well known method of confession. ^. Freud
discovered that a person could clear up some of the
complexes "by beinc allowed to talk freely about the
difficulty. Jeremiah, having the devout background that
most authorities assume that he nust have had, +w
probably was not free to express his doubts and fears
about his life and G-od. It v/as not until the force of
the complexes piled up and compelled him to give an
expression to them that he was able to talk freely.
The impulses that come to the li^^ht of conscio-us ness
which were repressed before the confession for some
reason, possibly because they were not in harmony
with the s elf-phantasy , are necessary for our unders tandiTig
of the re -organization. He wanted his eneoiies punished ,
for their persecution of him. Instead l£e has found
th^the wicked had prospered. Thio type of confession in
which Jeremiah calls upon G-od to avenge the enemies
could have been a complex that included his instinct to
fight. He wanted to enjoy the company of merry people
and be a part of the crowd but he could not because of
the " hand of Jehovah". Jeremiah wanted to live but they
have plotted against his life. He wanted to cease pro-
claiming: the V/ord of Jehovah since it brings him only
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reproacbi and suffering. All this he confesses to
Jehovah. In Him he finds a sympathetic listener, for
he can roll his complaint upon Jehovah (18:23)» All
these desire are given expression in the confes;' ions
.
Up until this time ibhey had been repressed ano In that
condition they caused the conflict thct made Heremiah
so unhappy.
Release and assura^^ce follow the oonfessios.
The Prophet has released all the pent-up em;a^tions which
lie in the repressed desire. These desires hctve been
Release the natural desires of any human being,
and as-
surance The instinct to fight those who injured him
contained high emotional power. The Prophetic conscious-
ness had not attained the height where it was possible
for him to avail himself of this energy for good.
This die not come until the Prophet was c^.ble to say
" T^'ather forgive them for they know not what they do!"
But the energy was released upon somewhat lower level.
We find its release in the words of the assurance pas-
sages, such as "Jehovah is on my side, a hero of might,
therefore my foes shall stumble and shall mot prevail."
(20:1?) The repressed social instinct was expressed in the
implied desire to sit in the merry throng. This had
ijcjon impossible on account of his prophecies.
0
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The desire was fulfilled "by the assurance that in
some future time a fulfillment will come to him (15:20).
The fear for his life was a ^reat factor in the mertal c
conflict. It involves the powerful instinct of self-
preservation. M^hen plots against his life seemed evident,
this instictive power became active and attempts to re-
press all activity that has brought on the plots. This
involved a greater part o-^ his Prophetic message. He
confesses that he at one time attempted to repress the
urge to prophecy which was not successful. Wg imagine that
this was impossible because the Jehovah sentiment wl.s
the controlling Sentiment of the self. We shall see
later why this sentiment held the place that it dees.
The emotional energy in the self- preservation instinnt
thus repressed by the controlling sentiment was re-
leased in the assurance of Jehovt.h's protection and
increase of his strength came with the release of
this energy. The assurances of protection and strength are
found in the following passage; (15:19-21).
The confessions of Jeremiah brought to light
most of the complexes. The emotional energy thus re-
leased was immediately incorporated into the con-
trolling sentiment. The Prophet fines the satisfaction of
many of his unfufilled desires in the Jehovah sentiment.
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Self -realization
achieved by in-
corporation of
complexes in con-
trolling sentiment
The psychic mechanism is as follows
The self feels a deficiency in the
lack of expression to complexes
and instincts as they rise from the subconscious,
'•he direct expression has been thwarted. Since the
controllineT constellation is the Jehovah sentiment,
these unfulfilled impulses come up from the sub-
conscious as the '.Vord of Jehnvah, as another self. It
iDust be recalled at this p^o'nt that the description of
the psychic mechanisms does not deal with the ultimate
causes, '^hia projection of the recognized deficiencies
into the 'Yord of Jehovah can be caused by the existence
of God who is the creator of the self. Self-realization
is achieved wh6n the prophet received the assurance from
Jehovah thrtt deficiencies are promised or supplied.
'J-he -Pightings within bein;j solved in this manner, the
Prophet is ready to face the fi^jhtings without.
structed of course within the limits of his writings.
Theoretically v;e may divide it into the ideas involved
Jeremiah's and the emotions associated with them,
controlling
sentiment He inherited the idea of God which had
been developed by his predecessors. Jehovah to him
was a God of justice, mercy, righteousness, and
Jeremiah's Jehovah sentiment can be recon-
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holimess. Jeremiah has enriched this idea with the follow*
material which was peculiar to his experience. All other
Gods are non-entities .'^^ other nations will accept the
Jehovah religion. 30 Man has a pereonal and a mori.l
responsibility to his God. Associated with these
ideas are certian emotions which he has hinted at in
various places. The instinctive emotions contained in
this sentiment ate joy, 32 an{j;er,^-^ submission,
fear, ^5 and assertion^'''* "^he controlling sentiment
came to J§p§Qiah as from another person. The "Other"
takes on a definite character in the assurance
passage (15:^921). There is an implied rebuke in the
words "If thou return I will restore thee". He criti-
izes, assures, an^'' strengthens. He compels visitns to
arise; orders actions and urges prophecies. It is very
difficult to say how much of the material following
"Thus saith Jehovah" is subconscious and how much is
consciously reasoned out upon the basis of Past
experiences, l.iajor J. V/. Povah is to the opinion that
Jeremiah* s messages of hope are subconscious. "IVhen
a man like Jeremiah predicted a mes:-age of hope,
one fe^lj ^^^.t tLe meaning of his own message must
have been mainly subconscious to him .... We have no
29. Jer.lC:8; Jer. i4:2::; 30. Jer. 3:'7; 16:19;
Jer. 3l!29-34 32. Jer.l7:l4b; 31t^-6; 15:16.
33. Jer. 17:18; 18:23 3^. Jer. 15:19 3§. Jer. 17:17S
36. Jer. 26:2.
f
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means of know" how Jeremiah heard or s<^w the messatse
of the new covenftnt. But it is perhaps permissible to
hazard the suggestion that it may have come upon
him . in a way simillr to thcit in which in the poem
"3aul" Browning represents David's inspiration as
comlns upon him 'Then the truth came upon me.
No harp more - no song more! outbroke 5?
It is entirely possible that some of the messages of
hope- are reasoned from Jeremiah's belief thcv-t Israel
ii: Jehovah's chosen people (2:3). 3ome are evidently
subconsciously received. The assurance passage (15:19-21
is so different than the context in ideas and authority
that we may safelj'- a^me that it is subconscious in
origin. The effect which it i?B upon the mind of the
Prophet is another reason for believing that it was
subconscious in nature. This much is sure that the
controlling sentiment of Jeremiah's mind was definite
both in form and influence upon his mind.
"i'he self- realization which was achieved by
the re-organization around a controlling sentiment has
been illustrated in the writings of Jer niah because
Self-reali- He has given the best introspection
zation in
the other of the workings of his mind. In so far
Prophets
as Ezekiel has solved his mental dif-
ficulties we may infer that it was by some such method.
37. Povah, Ifejor J.W., '"the Old Testa^^ent and Modern
Problems in Psychology" p. 39*

The- controlling sentiment in all cases in the Prophetic
coijsciousness is the same, i.e. the Jehovah nentiment.
According to A.C, Peake the experience of Jeremiah
reported in 20:7-18 is characteristic and revealing
as to the nature of Prophecy. Ke said, "For the
psychology of Prophecy there is nothing which is go
instructive". Y/hile the psychic mechanism is not
so clear in the other Prophets the experiences as
reported are so similar th^.t we may infer that the
psychological reconstruction would also be similar.
This should lead us to say thut they all found a
self-realization in the re-organization of their im-
pulses around a controlling sentiment. The ideational
content of the Jehovah sentiment depended in each case
upon the stage of development of the id>:a of God in the
Prophetic conscioui^ness and the individual needs of the
particulat Prophet.
IV» The therapeutic values in an appreciation of the
mental conflict and its solution in the minds of
the Prophets,
Bible reading as a regular practice of
devotion is not so popular as it was in the past
generation. There is a feeling among many th-.t they
do not get out o-" the practice what their forefathers
38. Peake, A.C, The New Century Bible , "Jeremiah" vol 1
p. 241
.
f
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did when they Selieved in its authority in a different
way than we do today. If the Bible is to regain its
place in the minds of th: present generation it Laust
be approached from a point :.f view which is sympathetic
with the scientific temper of this age. The devotional
value of the Prophetic literature in the past was due to
confidence placed in it by those who read it. Modern
Biblic-tl criticism and the scientific attitude taken
today toward the Prophetic books of the Bible have had
the effect of destroying psychologically this stcte of
confid nce. I-^ it v/ere pos-^^ible to analyze the olf'
confidence in the Bible devotions we should expect to
find it a psychic state that resembles the patient's
trust in his "Re-educ/-. tor" (Pastor or Psychiatrist) .
Psychiatrists emphasise the necessity and
value of self-administered treatment. Among the methods
which they suggest is the possibility of using Prophetic
Prophetic literature to a good advantage,
material as
a part of self- Karl A. Menninger among other sug-
treatment
gestions mentions the following as
methods of self-treatment for those who are suffering from
the effects of mental conflict and that includes us all
at sometime in our experience. (1) "Set up as an ideal the
facing o"^ reality rs honestly &nd cheerfully as possible.
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(2) Learn how to know the eviriences of mental pathology
and how bent to deal with them. (3) r-:eco£,nize neurotic
evasions as such and take advanta^je o"^ opportunit|:es for
39
sublimation.' To the/e methods we ma^r add the advise
of D.K. Johnston formt-r as istant to Dr. Elwood
Worcester, ilmanuel Church, Boston I^ss. who attacks
the same problem from the rfeli; ious ^n-le (4). "Nothing:
steadies the emotional quicksilver in us like prayer...
Prayer is a cry for a harmony outside ourselves to come
and adjust us to the facts o"^ life.... "^notioml
stability, freedom, an^er, fe.: r, dis^i^ist, resentment,
and despair can be overcome by prayer. "^^
^acin. reality in f.ll its aspects is suggested t
to those v;ho will approach Jeremiah from this new an{;le
which is a new appreciation of his mental conflicts. The
Facing real- suggestion will come to those suffering
ity with
Jeremiah from similar mental conflicts, who v/ill
read Jeremiah in this Ii,^ht, thc.t,if Jeremiah could
face a gloomy outlook, fairly and squarely then I can too.
The heroes of our minds inspire noble conduct, we*,
face death courageously with Jeremiah (26:1-11) we be-
come courageous actors in our own dramci of life. Before
we can thoroughly appreciate the honesty with which
Jeremiah faced his situation we must become intimate
with the Prophet. An appreciation o''^ the lya^'' travelled
39. Menninger, Karl A, "The Human Mind" p 363.
40. Johnston, K.D., "Religious Aspect of Scientific Healing"
pp. 20;'2I
0
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in the mind of the Prophet before he v/.-vS able to thus
unwaveringly face the crisis is a prerequisite to
thie use of the material.
Facing reality is made possible by facing the
conflicts of our minds. The confessions of Jeremiah
shows a new way out of the oifficulties of the individual's
Confession conflicts. The frankness with which
and
sublimation Jeremiah faced the lower -impulses of his
mind will inspire the same frankness in others if they
appreciate the fact that it is a satisfactory way in
which mental conflicts can be met. The complete uncovering
of the lower strata of the mine, which Jeremiah ef-
fected got at the difficulty. He discovered thit the
best way to overcome the impulses that threatened his
mental peace vvas to talk them out to the Confidant. This
lead him to accuse G-od of being the cuase of his trouble.
In the confessions, Jeremiah went to the depths of the
subconscious anc found a fear of being over-come by his
enemies and being killed. He opened up the subconscious
and found the unfulfilled wishes. Here is an example of a
method of the solution of conflicts in confession to God.
^he sublimation thft follows is equally import-
ant. Jeremiah found a fulfillment of his impulse in the
release o'^ the emotions restrained in his lower impulses
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which coulr'' not be expressed. Fe incorporated the
emotions "by expressing them in a way which was haraon-
ious v.'ith the controlline^ sentiment. This is sublimation.
Those who will study the sublimations in Jeremiah,
critically or naively, will find opportunities of
sublimation in their own conflicts. In this the deep
calls unto the deep. The depths of a person's sub-
conscious will respond to the depths of Jeremiah's
subconBcious revealed in his confessions, and
sublimation will follov; throut'h the subconscious pov/er
of suggestion.
The re-organization of the person around a con-
trolling sentiment is a great contribution which the
Prophet gives to a peraOn suffering from the effects
Jeremiah an of mental conflict. Jeremiah's sublimation
example of
re-organization was so successful because the iSraotions
if the self
of hi:3 instincts were associated with
the controlling sentiment. Jehovah was the complement of
the incomplete self. Self-realization, the goal of any
personality was achieved in Jeremfe h by his confidence
in the "Other". If he finds Jehovah in his deficiencies
there is hope for the rao.^t divided personality.
At this point Jeremiah found the value o"^ prayer for
as-Turance. It was the answer to this prayer that he
received the message from Jehovah which worked
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wonders in effectinti the re-or^ariizati on. It was his cry
"for harmony out^-ide ourselves to come and adjuRt us to
t^-e fact? of life.'"^^
V. Summary
"New Psychology" has attached a new signif-
icance to the subconscious v/hich has given rise to a
newer analytic psychology. The cx»nception of mental
conflict is fundamental to the analytic theory and
method. "New Psychology" makes use of all literature bec^'.
because it is the product of and shows the progress
of Lhe human mind. The Prophetic literature is no
exception an-' presents examples of mental conflicts.
Iri spite of the evidence o'^ the possibility of the
new approach of the Prophetic consciousness, there
are objections on the basis of our lack knowledge o"^
the environment, of the language, and the fear that
God v;ill b: explained away i ; the application. The
introspection passages reveal psychie conflict inde-
pendent o^ environment. ?s|fchological mechanisit are
universal in nature, therefore they are independent of
language, barriers, -^he science of psychology deals
with laws of the mind and does not concern itself
about ultimate causes. Therefore it csn not deny the
possibility of God's influence. V»e defined mental conflict
as the opposition of mental forces.
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The t' eoriea about mental conflict aid our
understanding of the conditions of the mind. It is
inevitable when opposin^S sets of" ideas emotional
Theoretical charged meet. This is illustrated in
nature of
mental many passa^^es in Jeremiah. Conflicts
conflict
may occure which involve the material
from the various levels of the personality. At the
conscious level there is a conflict when there are
choices to be made between two or more alternatives.
Mental conflicts ma occur between factors of all the
levels of the personality, consci us, subconscious ,and
unconscious. These conflicts are illustrated in the
writin^^s of Jeremiah. The theory of the libido may be
applied to the Prophetic material. The conscious self
refines the irrational and unpleasant aspects of the
inner drive or libido a-ccoroin^i to the controlling; senti-
ment, by means of variouti dist^uises. As the consciously
accepted standards were developed in the Prophetic
consciousness the particular Prophet receivin,, the
standards advanced them in accordance with his individual
psychic development. Re^jression is another theory that
attempts to account for the return of the neurotic
inc'iviuual ' s behavior, to earlier forms.
Psychic conflt t can be illustrated by the
writings the Prophets. Much o^ what we supposed to
be rational we have come to consider non-rational.
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Mental con- This is true of the Prorjheta' messages
flict in the
Prophets The mental conflict in the Prophets vhich
is non-rational may produce a degradative trend in the
personality of it may oe the r?ieans of progress. The
solved conflict releases emotional energy for accepted
ends. Neurotic symptoms are observed in the writings
of Ezekiel. Jeremiah's self-phantasy was sustained for
some time by means of various evasions of reality.
Resolution of mental conflicts is also the means whereby
the Prophet is &.ble to achieve unity. The goal of the
self is completeness. Per Jeremiah this re-organization
involved the destruction of the self -phantasy and the
bringing up o^ the complexes into the li^^ht of
consciousness. This process was followed by a release
of emotional power and the assur£<."nce of the completion
of the self. All the offending impulses were incorporated
in the controlling sentii:.ent. 3elf -res.lizat ion must
have been achieved in 4he other Prophets in a similar way.
The Prophetic literature ma^'- be used as a
source of power for souls divided by conflict. The examples
of the Prophets* self-realization may affect the sufff^rers
of similar mental conflicts through the power of
suggestion. The divided person may take hope in the fact
that the Prophets found the complement of their broken
selves in God. Prayer to that end has been effective.
I
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Suppleaent
Constellation: A psychic constellation is a
group of emotionalized ideas. Both t!- e complex and the
sentiment are thus inciluded in this general class.
Complexes are systems of connected ideas with
a strong emotional tone, which are separated from past
experience which is readily'' acce--sible to consciousness^
by some kind of obstacle only to be removed by ft-
special conditions.
Sentiments are consciously accepted fionstellations
•
Sublimation is t^e process by which instinctive
emotions are diverted from their original ends and
redirected to purposes satisfying tb the individual
and of value to society.
Disguise like sublimation diverts emotional
drives from their direct expression to other ends.
Instinctive motives and the emotions of the complexes,
the direct expression of which are incompatible with
the controlling: sentiment are changed into channels
satisfactory to the self. This is accomplished by a
method called disguise.. In this method the variojs
emotiions are hidden fro., the co'scious self. Just as
a personality of a pla-.-c^aj be hidcen from the audience by
a makk so an undesir^ible motive is changed by subconscious
connection to appear before the conscious self,--;

A symbol is a fact of conscious experienae
the elements of which are accepted by the conscious
self but are driven by a motive v.-hic'- previously was
rejected because it was unsuitable for direct expression.
The symbol stands £ot a great deal of suppressed air
repressed material. A great deal of past experience and
meaning is poured into a simple object which we then
call a symbol.



